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Birthdays
To all you summer babies, Happy Birthday!
Trina Aeen		
Frank Denson		
DJ Gervais		
Ron Rackliffe		
Louise Rinker		
Betsy Swallow		

July

August
Kay Denson		
August 25
Ron Lawrence		
August 12
Cody Patrich		
August 14

July 28
July 30
July 5
July 28
July 10
July 2

Officers:

President – Ron Rackliffe
Vice‑President – Trina Aeen
Secretary: Dianne Wohlleben
Treasurer –Kay Denson
Federation Director (CFMS/AFMS) --Evelyn Velie

Chairpersons:

President’s Message
Hi everybody!
We have had a great time
collecting so far this year,
seems like we have been
very busy.
I know we have had a few
set-backs, it seems to me
that rose quartz is cursed,
every time I try to go there,
something happens to prevent it.
I know that many of you
would like to still go there,
and I will keep it on the radar for when the stars align
properly to allow us to go.
We have our summer get
together coming up on July
22nd at Rattlers and I look
forward to seeing you there.
Ron R

Claim--Mike Serino
Donation Rock Table--Ron and Akiko Strathmann
Equipment--Bill Webber
Field Trips – Julie Tinoco
Historian ‑Open
Hospitality – Tina White
Membership – Heidi Webber
On-Line Presence (website)-- Trina Aeen
Pelonagram Publisher, Editor – Heidi Webber
Programs –Evelyn Velie
Publicity –Bruce Velie
Sunshine--Brigitte Mazourek
The Sierra Pelona Rock Club, is a member of
the California and American Federation of
Mineralogical Societies, Inc. (CFMS/AFMS). The
general club meetings (Open to the public) are at
7:30 PM, on the 3rd Tuesday of each month at:

The Clubhouse of the Greenbrier
Mobile Estates EAST
21301 Soledad Canyon Rd
Canyon Country, CA 91351
Contact the Club or the Sierra Pelonagram Editor
at:
Sierra Pelona Rock Club
P.O. Box 221256
Newhall, Ca. 91322
Or e‑mail: hwebber@pacbell.net
Visit the SPRC website www.sierrapelona.com

Vermiculite

Background
The term vermiculite applies to a group of minerals characterized by their ability to expand into long, worm-like
strands when heated. This expansion process is called exfoliation. The name vermiculite is derived from a combination of the Latin word vermiculare meaning "to breed worms," and the English suffix-ite, meaning mineral or
rock.
In its expanded form, vermiculite has a very low density and thermal conductivity, which makes it attractive for
use as a soil amendment, lightweight construction aggregate, and thermal insulation filler.
Expanded vermiculite also has a very large chemically active surface area, which makes it useful as an absorbent
in some chemical processes. When vermiculite is ground into a fine powder, it is used as a filler in inks, paints,
plastics, and other materials.
History
Vermiculite and its unique properties were known as early as 1824, when Thomas H. Webb experimented with
it in Worcester, Massachusetts. It was Webb who gave the mineral its fanciful name because he thought the long
strands looked like a mass of small worms.
Vermiculite was regarded as not much more than a scientific curiosity until the early 1900s when more practical
uses were sought. The first commercial mining effort occurred in 1915 in Colorado. The material was sold as tung
ash, but did not find sufficient buyers, and the venture failed. The first successful vermiculite mine was started by
the Zonolite Company in Libby, Montana, in 1923. The mine continued to operate until 1990.
The largest vermiculite mining operation in the world is located in the Phalabowra (also sometimes spelled
Palabora) district of the Republic of South Africa. Other countries producing significant amounts of vermiculite
include the United States, China, Russia, Brazil, Japan, Zimbabwe, and Australia.
In 1999, there were three active vermiculite mining operations in the United States, two in South Carolina and
one in Virginia, which shipped concentrated vermiculite ore to exfoliation plants located throughout the country.
In addition to using concentrated vermiculite from domestic mining operations, these plants also imported
about 77,000 tons (70,000 metric tons) of concentrated vermiculite from foreign sources—mostly South Africa.
Raw Materials
Technically, vermiculite encompasses a large group of hydrated laminar magnesium-aluminum-iron silicates,
which resemble mica.
There are two keys to the unique properties of vermiculite. The first is its laminar (or layered) crystalline structure, which provides the hinged plates that make the material expand or unfold in a linear manner, like an accordion. The second is the fact that it contains trapped water, which flashes into steam when heated to force the layers
open. There are a great many naturally occurring vermiculite minerals and soils, and their identification often
requires sophisticated scientific analysis.
One of the most common forms of vermiculite is generally known as commercial vermiculite. This is the form
that is mined and processed for various end uses. It is derived from rocks containing large crystals of the minerals
biotite and iron-bearing phlogopite. As these rocks are exposed to the weather, they start to decompose, allowing
water to enter and react with the various chemicals present. As the decomposition and chemical reactions proceed,
vermiculite is formed.
A typical chemical analysis of commercial vermiculite shows it contains 38-46% silicon oxide (SiO2), 16-35%
magnesium oxide (MgO), 10-16% aluminum oxide (Al2O3), 8-16% water, plus lesser amounts of several other
chemicals.
When commercial vermiculite flakes are heated and expanded, they undergo a color change that depends on the
chemicals present and the temperature of the furnace. The resulting expanded vermiculite granules are usually a
gold-brown color with a bulk density of about 4-10 lb/cu ft (64-160 kg/cu m), depending on the size of the granules.

The Manufacturing Process
The manufacturing process used to produce commercial expanded vermiculite consists of two separate operations. The mining and concentrating operations that produce raw vermiculite flakes are conducted at one location.
The exfoliation and classifying operations that produce various sizes of lightweight, expanded vermiculite granules
for use in other products are conducted in another location. Sometimes these two locations can be half a world
apart.
There are many different methods used in both of these operations. The exact methods vary from mine to mine
and plant to plant. Here is a typical manufacturing process used to produce commercial expanded vermiculite.
Mining
•
l Rocks containing vermiculite are dug from a huge open pit in the ground. The soil on top of the rocks,
called the overburden, is removed with power shovels or earth scrapers. The exposed rock layers are then drilled
with large pneumatic or hydraulic drills, and the holes are filled with explosive charges. When all personnel and
equipment have been moved out of the area, the explosive charges are detonated.
•
2 The resulting heap of loose rocks are scooped up with power shovels and dumped into trucks or train
cars, which carry the rocks to a nearby processing plant.
Concentrating
•
3 The rocks are fed through a series of crushers and screens to reduce their size. The vermiculite is separated from the surrounding rocks and dirt using various wet or dry techniques depending on the particular mining
operation and local environmental regulations. These techniques may include froth flotation, gravity separations,
winnowing, or electrostatic separation. In each of these techniques, either the vermiculite itself or the other materials are trapped and separated from each other until the resulting vermiculite flakes are about 90% pure by weight.
•
4 The vermiculite flakes extracted from various sections of the mine may be blended together before further processing to ensure uniformity of the product.
Grading
•
5 The separated vermiculite flakes are sorted by size. This may be done with a series of screens or it may be
done in a long enclosed wind tunnel . In the wind tunnel, the flakes are fed into the upstream end of the tunnel and
are carried along the length of the tunnel by the flow of air. The larger flakes, being heavier, fall out of the air stream
first and are caught in a hopper at the bottom of the tunnel. This separation by weight continues down the length
of the tunnel until all the flakes are caught in hoppers. By controlling the length of each hopper opening and the
velocity of the air, the flakes can be sorted into various sizes, or grades, ranging from about 0.63 in (16 mm) down
to about 0.02 in (0.8 mm) in diameter. If the particular vermiculite being mined tends to form a high percentage
of large flakes, the flakes may be slightly crushed to delaminate them and reduce their size. This process is called
debooking and allows the flakes to be quickly heated during the exfoliation process.
6 The graded vermiculite flakes are dumped into large plastic bags or other containers for shipping to var•
ious exfoliation plants. If the flakes are to be shipped to plants overseas, they are loaded in bulk into the holds of
ships for transport.
Exfoliating
•
7 The vermiculite flakes are transported by truck or train from the port or mine to the exfoliation plant,
where they are offloaded and stored in a covered area to protect them from contaminants and the weather. It is
important to prevent the flakes from absorbing moisture. Otherwise, it will take too much energy to heat the flakes
to the required temperature to make them expand.
8 The flakes are loaded onto a conveyor belt and lifted to the top of a 20-25 ft (6.1-7.6 m) high vertical
•
furnace lined with ceramic bricks. As the flakes fall down the length of the furnace, they pass through one or
more burners fired by natural gas . The temperature inside the furnace reaches approximately 1,000-1,500°F (540810°C), which is sufficient to make the trapped water in the flakes flash to steam and cause the flakes to expand
into worm-like particles. At the bottom of the furnace, the particles slide down an inclined plane. This delays the
exit of the particles from the furnace and allows the vermiculite to be heated further in order to reach full expansion. Other exfoliation plants may use different furnace configurations, but the general sequence of operations is
similar.

Classifying
•
9 The hot, expanded vermiculite particles are then drawn up a vertical tube by a vacuum. Any small stones
or other solid contaminants are too heavy to be carried upward by the gentle flow of air and fall out the bottom of
the tube. The air flow also acts to cool the hot vermiculite.
10 If a customer or application requires fine particles, the vermiculite may be ground and screened to
•
produce a specific size or range of sizes before it is packaged for shipping. In some exfoliation plants, the larger
particles may also be screened or sorted into various sizes, depending on the final use.
•
11 The sorted, or classified, vermiculite particles are then deposited into storage hoppers, where they are
dispensed into individual 4-6 cu ft (0.10-0.15 cu m) paper or plastic bags for retail sales or placed into larger 50 cu
ft (1.3 cu m) bags for use in various commercial applications. The bags are sealed, labeled, and moved to a warehouse for shipping.
Health Aspects
Vermiculite ore deposits may also contain a variety of other materials such as mica, quartz, and feldspar. These
deposits vary from one mining location to another. During the manufacturing process, some of these materials
may pose potential health hazards to workers. In the United States and many other countries, these hazards are
defined in Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), which identify the hazard and provide information on the safe
handling and disposal of the material.
One of the most common health hazards in processing vermiculite comes from quartz, which is crystalline silica.
It is usually only present as larger particles, but when it is ground into finer particles, the dust can be inhaled and
cause a lung disease called silicosis. As a result, strict dust control and personal protection measures are incorporated into those areas of the vermiculite-processing operation where the materials are ground, sifted, and bagged.
At the consumer level, exposure to silica dust is negligible and does not pose a health hazard.
In some vermiculite ore deposits, there may also be certain amounts of various forms of asbestos. None of the ore
bodies currently used by major vermiculite producers pose an asbestos health risk to workers when the material is
processed in accordance with the applicable MSDS. In August 2000, the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) issued a report regarding vermiculite sold as a soil amendment. In the report, they concluded there
was little or no risk to consumers from asbestos.
The Future
Although there are several other materials that may be used as a substitute for vermiculite, vermiculite's extremely low density and thermal conductivity continue to make it attractive for many applications. In 1999, it was
estimated there were approximately 55 million tons (50 million metric tons) of vermiculite reserves in the world.

Reference: http://www.encyclopedia.com/
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April 4, 2017 Board Meeting

Called to Order at 7:12PM
No Old Business. Kay gave Treasurer report. Kay did the taxes for the club with Heidi's assistance: State and IRS
We need to order T-shirts and the color choice is open to members.
Trina will keep the new 24-inch for a while until we decide weather to sell it or keep it. A new
saw like it would cost six thousand dollars.
June 18th or 24th is Rose Quartz field trip if roads are open, or maybe Bishop.
May 20th is the field trip to Gem Hill and Castle Butte for Travertine and more.
The summer Picnic is in June with pizza and bingo as a possibility.
Our annual summer diner at Rattlers will be the 22nd of July.
Dianne motioned to adjourn the meeting with Trina second. Meeting was adjourned at 8:20pm.

Dianne Wohlleben Secretary

April 17, 2017, Membership Meeting
Meeting was called to order by President Ron at 7:30PM. He talked about joining Lone Pine Club for
an outing.
The Placerita Nature Center Event is on May 9th from 9 am to 2pm. Bill will bring the saw and cut
Geodes to sell. It is one of our big fund raisers. Sign up for the times you will be available to volunteer.
May 31 is wire wrapping.
Tina gave a talk and demonstration about Earthquakes using power point. She is our in-club geologist that teaches and speaks outside the club on this subject. She opened with discussion and photos
regarding Plate Tectonics and how the earth shifts. Satellites and GPS now indicate that Australia is
moving 2 meters annually toward New Guinea.
There are 24 major Plates. She continued in her professional manner discussing the San Andréa's and
other Faults. It was an excellent educational lecture that all enjoyed.
On 4/27 6PM Ridgecrest Public Lands Roundtable at Ridgecrest was announced for anyone to attend.
The meeting dismissed at about 8:45pm
Dianne Wohlleben Secretary
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Board meeting May 2, 2017

Called to order 7:12PM
Board members in attendance: Ron, Bill, Kay, Bruce, Trina, Dianne, Julie and Larry.
Kay Gave Treasures Report.
Larry Holt is donating Boxes of Rocks to sale to club members. Trina suggested selling buckets
for $20 per bucket. Dianne suggested 10.00 buckets would be good to offer. Ron said he will
store extra boxes.
Rose Quartz trip may be coming if the roads are open. Ron will call the ranger to find out. The
mountain elevation is 8,500ft.
Larry brought our beautiful new sign he made for our claim area.
Evelyn is still looking into the possible strawberry onyx field trip.
Placerita is the day before Mothers Day. Ron will get the candy for the wheel spin. Trina will do
the sign up sheet. It opens at nine and we need people to help set up. There will be marble eggs,
spheres and Ron will bring geodes.
Ron moved to adjourn at 8:01 and Trina 2nd motion. Meeting Adjourned.

Dianne Wohlleben Secretary

May 16, 2017, General Membership Meeting
Meeting called to order at 7:15PM
Dates of Interest: CFMS is June 9th-11th
Next field trip: Gem hill, Castle Butte
27th rock cutting workshop at the Webbers
May 31st Wrap workshop
July 8 and 9th Culver City Fiesta of Gems
June 3rd is Picnic, Sign up with Bruce and Evelyn
Our Guest Speaker: Phil DeVries brought some of his mineral Collection. Phil gave a lecture on his
different samples of minerals that he brought to show us.
He also discussed a few locations for collection: Red Bixbite can be found 20 miles due West of Cedar Utah.
He mentioned Reward mine has Chrisacola Rally Mine has Wolfenite. Topaz mountains have Rock
Coral in Southern Utah. Florite in Jackman Spencer Claim 45 min from Laughlin, NV. The Thomas
Range Mountains in Delta, Utah is 8 hours from here. Shoral Tourmaline in San Diego.
Phil was open for discussion after lecture and many club members availed themselves of his hospitality. Ron Radcliff knows him so if we need further information we can talk to Ron. Thank you Phil.
Meeting was adjourned about 9PM
Dianne Wohlleben Secretary

